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tables are littered with clocks, few of which have anything to
recommend them. The pictures, unlike those in the forbidden
city, are modern and poor. Amongst all this inartistic jungle
there are to-day cases of jade and porcelain, of bronze and coral,
of value and of beauty, This is part of a great collection, made
by a woman of immense wealth and opportunity, whose better
judgment was too often sacrificed to a desire for novelties. That
she was at the same time an artist and a connoisseur is clear from
the care that she bestowed upon the multitude of Chinese
treasures that the palace contained.
A boat takes the traveller across the lake to a little wooded
island with its temples, connected by a many-arched bridge to the
further shore. It is from the lake that the most extensive views of
the hills and its palaces are obtained. Rising from the water's
edge, above an embankment and balustrade of white marble
with its fringe of trees, are the great yellow roofs of the principal
buildings. Above them again, tier above tier, are vast stone walls
and cliffs, with pinnacles crowned with temples and pavilions,
roofed in gaily coloured tiles that glitter and sparkle in the sun-
light, and crowning all rises the great circular temple in the form
of an immense pagoda, unwieldy and obtrusive yet not out of
place in this galaxy of Far Eastern art and architecture.
To-day it is all deserted. A few Chinese visitors wander
pleasantly in the palace precincts and gaze with the admiration
of the born artist upon the sunlit courts and the shadowy,
unpeopled rooms and the treasures that they contain. They
seem to have no regrets, these celestial visitors, for the Sons of
Heaven that are gone, nor any interest in the Republic that has
replaced them, but they are very dignified and very sedate—
courteous gentlemen in long blue robes.
In the public places of Peking, and along the roads that follow
the moats, can be seen, every afternoon and evening, a number of
men, mostly of good condition, parading their canaries in care-
fully shrouded cages. It is an unexplained but undeniable fact
that the Chinese canary—that appears no different to others of
the breed—refuses to sing unless taken for its evening stroll.
It might be thought that the fact that the cages are covered and
the bird unable to enjoy the scene around, would act as a deterrent
to the songster, but no. Perhaps it is the gentle soothing slow
swing of the owner's walk, or gratitude for the trouble he is
taking. Whatever the cause, the bird, silent during his promen-
ade, will repay his master in melody at home.

